how to install

Maestro steps
on half landings

this is one of a series of installation
guides which cover all aspects of
installing Maestro-steps stair cladding
all of which are available to download
from our website
www.stairmakeoversolutions.co.uk

transform a staircase in a day
simply clad an existing staircase with our premium laminate or real oak veneer treads
and risers to create a stunning feature staircase

for further help, advice or information
please contact us via e mail
sales@stairmakeoversolutions.co.uk
or phone us on
01507 463129
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We do all we can to ensure the accuracy of the advice given but we
can not cover all eventualities and it is the installers responsibility to
ensure the safe and secure installation of the products in each
individual situation-if in doubt consult a professional

For half landings two Maestro step treads can be easily joined together to create a maximum depth of 760mm (using
two 1300mm width treads)
If additional depth is required then the tongue and groove landing packs are ideal. These pieces are tongue and
grooved on their long edges and just slot into the back of a tread and each other and are easily cut to size to create
the required width and depth for your half landing

Joining two treads together
Maestro steps treads are designed to be deep enough to cover the majority of applications, however on some stairs
with very wide winding stairs a standard tread may not be deep enough.

Installing the connecting springs
simply glue the MDF connecting spring supplied into the rebate on the back of the tread
you need to extend. Then cut the bullnose from a new tread apply some glue to the
rebate and push the two treads together.
wipe off any excess glue immediately, and apply several strips of masking tape across the
joint to prevent movement during drying once dry install as any other tread
Alternatively some Customers prefer a more visual break and use the top stair to landing transition profile to
transition onto the half landing and then use the treads (minus the bullnose as described above)
Installing the top stair to landing transition pack

1. riser
2. tread
3. top stair to landing transition pack
4. open staircase profile
5. side cover
6. connecting springs
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Measure the width of the stair nosing on the last step and saw the new
stair head and aluminium profile to size
Apply glue into the groove of the new stair nosing and press the
aluminium profile firmly into the groove
Secure the aluminium profile in place with masking tape whilst the glue sets
Apply glue onto the back of the new stair head and aluminium profile if appropriate
and firmly press into place

for further help, advice or information
please contact us via e mail
sales@stairmakeoversolutions.co.uk
or phone us on
01507 463129

